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“The story we are about to tell may change the way you think about peacekeeping…”
~Peter Mansbridge, CBC News: The National, introducing Carol Off’s documentary “Ghosts of
Medak Pocket”

The Blue Beret
With the development of the UN in the 1960s, nations around the world began
working together in an attempt to restore stability to areas of conflict after the Second
World War. Due to our country’s participation in creating the concepts and serving on
missions, “peacekeeping” evolved in the public eye to be Canada’s SOP (Standard
Operating Procedure). It was not until the Canadian Forces returned to a combat role
during the Afghanistan Mission of 2002 – 2014 that this perception began to waver.
Now, it can be argued that while peacekeeping itself is still promoted and valued, its past
and current missions and service personnel are often overlooked in light of
developments in combative theatres. As a result, peacekeeping can be imagined as being
less dangerous and controversial, and in some views more diplomatic and constructive,
than combat missions.
History, however, has proven that this is not always the case. Although some tours
have presented low-level threats to serving personnel, others have presented large-scale
conflict, injury, and death. In particular, events during peacekeeping in the 1990s
highlighted the trials, faults, and common misconceptions of what “keeping the peace”
entails; this held true during deployments to Somalia, the Balkans (former Yugoslavia),
and Rwanda.
ROTO 2 in the former Yugoslavia (modern day Croatia) was one such tour. A part of
Operation Harmony (1992-1994), 2PPCLI (CANBAT 1) was deployed to the Medak
Region in 1993 to mediate between Croatian and Serbian Forces and thereby protect the
civilians of the area. Under the UN’s rules of engagement, peacekeepers were not to
intervene unless fired upon. In September of 1993, weeks from the end of their tour,
CANBAT 1 was engaged in multiple firefights and standoffs with Croatian forces. Having
reported signs of ethnic cleansing before these events, 2PPCLI was then faced with the
evidence. Upon entering the Medak region after much hostility with Croatian forces,
they were tasked with investigating, documenting, and cleaning up evidence of genocide
in the Medak Pocket. However, their work, trials, and threats to their wellbeing would
not be covered in detail by Canadian national media upon their return in Fall 1993. It
would not be until a 1999 inquiry into contamination exposure and a Unit
Commendation in 2002 that their experiences would come to light in the public eye.
3
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In this issue, The Gault Press discusses PPCLI’s
participation in the Balkans conflict as part of the UN’s
peacekeeping force. Largely, this issue focuses on the
events that took place in Medak Pocket during 2PPCLI’s
tour in 1993. Although this edition refers to CANBAT 1 as
2PPCLI, this battalion was in fact a mixed group of regular
force Patricias and reservists from across the country:
regiments represented by the reserves are listed. It is
acknowledged that Medak Pocket was a climactic point in
an operation which impacted multiple regiments.
Given the intensity of this conflict, the brutality of
actions connected to it, and the trauma inflicted by these
events, it is noted here that some photographs and subject
matter may be difficult for some readers. All measures
have been taken to achieve a balance between discretion
for the audience and an accurate presentation of historical
facts. The information provided is based on Archival
materials, UN records, and The Ghosts of Medak Pocket:
The Story of Canada’s Secret War by Carol Off (2004),
which itself was written from interviews of members of
2PPCLI.

Vol. 2, No. 3

CANBAT 1
ROTO 2
March – October 1993

Mission: UNPROFOR, the
Former Yugoslavia
Significant Events: Battle
of Medak Pocket
Reg Force:
• 2nd Battalion, Princess
Patricia’s Canadian Light
Infantry

Sincerely,
The Editor
Last Edition’s Question: Following the Korean War,
where was the next conflict in which soldiers of PPCLI were
engaged in large-scale firefights and threatened by
landmines?

Reserve Units Represented:
• Rocky Mountain
Rangers
• Seaforth Highlanders of
Canada

c) The Balkans

• Royal Winnipeg Rifles
• Lanark and Renfrew
Scottish Regiment
• Eighth Canadian
Hussars
• West Nova Scotia
Regiment
• 36th (Newfoundland)
Service Battalion
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Museum News
D-Day Dodgers: on 31 May, the PPCLI Museum & Archives, in conjunction with the
Calgary Italian community and The Military Museums presented the history of the “DDay Dodgers”. The event included lectures, exhibits, and special gallery tours focusing
on the Italian Campaign in the Second World War.
OMMC: at the end of May, two staff members of the PPCLI Museum, General
Manager Sgt Nate Blackmore and volunteer J. Neven-Pugh, attended the
Organizations of Military Museums of Canada conference in Edmonton. This was an
opportunity for networking with museums from across the country, attending lectures
on heritage management and education, and touring museums in Edmonton.
105th Celebrations: August 2019 saw the 105th anniversary of the founding of
Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry. Celebrations included the Better ’Ole (810 August) and the 105th Gala / French Grey Ball (9 August). A Re-Dedication
Ceremony was held at Patricia Park in Edmonton (10 August) to add the names of
Fallen Patricias (First and Second World War) whose names had not been included on
the original plaques. Museum staff were on hand to create displays at RHQ and the
gala, collect stories at the Better ’Ole, and transport the painting of the Colonel-inChief by Bill Bewick, which was gifted to the Hon. Adrienne Clarkson at the gala.
Percival Molson Exhibit: a temporary exhibit showcasing the life and artefacts of
Captain Percival Molson is on display from mid July to the end of October. Molson
was pivotal in starting up, and recruiting soldiers for, the University Companies in the
First World War, which reinforced PPCLI after the Battle of Frezenberg and
throughout the remainder of the Great War. This display was made possible by the
generous donation of Fiorenza Russel, archival resources, and through the history
provided by the writings of Karen Molson.
Afghanistan Display: while at CFB Edmonton, Museum staff changed the display
at RHQ. Previously showcasing artefacts belonging to founder Andrew Hamilton
Gault, the new exhibit focuses on the mission in Afghanistan (2002 – 2014).

Attention Afghanistan Veterans!
Can you summarize an experience in 100 words or less? The Gault Press is looking for
quotes for its next edition (January/April, 2020). Submissions can be made until
1 December 2019 to the editor.
Disclaimer: quotes may be edited due to length or censorship. If you wish to submit
a longer piece and/or photos, please contact the editor directly for submission details.
Once submitted, the editor assumes copyright of the submission. All applicants will be
informed if their submission is accepted for publication.
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Holding Their Ground
By: J. Neven-Pugh
Canada’s military has a strong tradition of temerity, loyalty, and competence, a legacy
which PPCLI has upheld since its baptism of fire in the Great War. Yet during a period
from the mid-1960s to the early 2000s, the media portrayed Canada as a peacekeeping
nation, arguably downplaying the risks undertaken by soldiers posted on UN operations.
This is a reputation that still persists in the public eye to this day, despite significant
involvement in combat operations.
During Operation Harmony in the early 1990s, Canadians were confronted with a
controversial conflict zone in which they were required to maintain peaceful conduct
and treaties between Serbian and Croatian forces, while being restricted in their abilities
to intervene in violence against civilians due to rules of engagement. According to the
United Nations’ article “Principles of Peacekeeping”, peacekeepers must strive to
maintain three concepts: consent, impartiality, and regulation of fire. In the Balkans,
the first two concepts, — requiring the agreement of conflicting parties to have
mediating forces, and for soldiers to refrain from taking sides while nevertheless
policing violations — were largely maintained. The third notion, “to not fire unless fired
upon”, would become controversial.
On 15 September 1993, 2PPCLI found itself not only in a crossfire between warring
parties, but as a direct target of the Croatians. Acknowledging they may have been misidentified, Nine Platoon (C Coy) raised UN flags until it became apparent that they were
indeed a target; meanwhile defensive positions were being hastily taken by platoons of
Charlie and Delta Company. For 15 hours into the morning of the 16th, peacekeepers
remained in a hotbed of artillery fire yet held their ground. In the biggest battle
Canadians had fought in since the Korean War, four peacekeepers were wounded while
27 Croatians were killed. Ironically, 2PPCLI had been moving into position to maintain
a ceasefire agreement signed only days before.
In addition to the challenges they faced and the ethnic cleansing they witnessed,
peacekeepers from this tour suffered physical side effects from living in a chemicallycontaminated environment and subsequent PTSD, which would be investigated in 1999.
Yet despite the courage and sacrifices of the Canadians, the events and consequences of
this tour would not become well known to the general public for many years.
Veterans of the Balkans should rest assured that their efforts, whether noted or
discreet, perpetuated the legacy of Canada’s military. By boldly holding their ground,
loyally maintaining to the UN’s guidelines during efforts to protect citizens, and
competently addressing and dismantling conflict to the best of their abilities and
allowances, 2PPCLI upheld the principles of courage and honour that make the
Canadian soldier.
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In Their Words
ROTO 2,
2PPCLI
(CANBAT 1)
1993
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Overturned tank in ditch (location
unspecified). A few weeks earlier,
anti-personnel mines could be seen
around the tank but spring growth
concealed them at the time these
photos were taken. Photos courtesy
Alan Brown
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“We had no air cover, we
had no artillery with us.
We were being sniped at
by people who would
typically snipe at you at
last light, and then by the
time you could beat the
weeds it would be dark
and they would be gone.”

“In the first two weeks
of our deployment, a
patrol came under fire
and an APC hit a mine.
The pre-deployment
training we had was
definitely needed.”

Maj Dan Drew, in
reference to creating an
observation post, D Coy,
The Ghosts of Medak
Pocket, pg 131

Alan Brown, in
reference to 2PPCLI’s
early experiences in the
Former Yugolsavia,
email to the editor

“The dirt was very fine and it would seep
through your clothes and into your
pores.”
Sgt Chris Byrne, on making sandbags for
the observation post, (it has been
suggested this dirt was contaminated and
is one of the causes for illness reported by
multiple Medak veterans), D Coy, The
Ghosts of Medak Pocket, pg 138

“But when we moved down to Sector
South, the one thing that struck my mind
was moonscape. Like it wasn’t even on
the planet. It was like an entirely different
planet altogether. The earth was scorched
. . . And of course nothing was alive in a
lot of the places we were at.”
Cpl Steve Atkins, D Coy medic, The
Ghosts of Medak Pocket, pg 134
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Road move to Sector South, ROTO 2, 1993.
Photos courtesy Alan Brown
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“And I asked, ‘What are you
doing, man?’ You’re going
to draw some fire!’ And he
goes, ‘We’re being f—ing
shot at.’ And that’s when it
kicked in . . .
“It was deafening. I can’t
explain it to you. And then
we got the order to fire
back.”

Vol. 2, No. 3

“No one was quite sure if the firing had stopped for good
and Parker was torn between being out on the front line
with Dearing and being back with his ambulance. He
planned to crawl back up if he had to take care of
wounded soldiers. But all the time he was wondering,
‘How am I going to get people out of here if the bubble
bursts?’ ”
Carol Off in reference to MCpl Gord Parker, Medic for C
Coy Eight Platoon, The Ghosts of Medak Pocket, pg 186

Cpl Tony Spiess, C Coy
Eight Platoon, The Ghosts
of Medak Pocket, pg 184

“Scott Leblanc had his C9 machine gun and
was firing on my left and I was starting on
my right and we came together and went
out, just back and forth like that.”
MCpl Rob Deans, in reference to the last
firefight faced by C Coy Eight Platoon, The
Ghosts of Medak Pocket, pg 187

“It was a question of, look, if you’re going to mess with us you’re
messing with the wrong people.”
Sgt Rod Dearing, in reference to taking on fire from the Croatians,
C Coy Eight Platoon, The Ghosts of Medak Pocket, pg 187
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D Company Trench. Courtesy ppcli.com
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armoured vehicle out at a
time: just walked out about
ten feet, took fire, waited a
couple seconds, walked it out
a bit farther, and eventually
just showed to the Croatians
that we weren’t, we weren’t
leaving. We were gonna
eventually get out in front of
the Serbs and establish our
positions.”

Lt Tyrone Green, C Coy Nine
Platoon, The Ghosts of
Medak Pocket (documentary)
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“There were twelve
tanks and we had only
six missiles . . . My
blood was pumping.
There was a really good
chance of being hit.”
MCpl Phil Tobicoe,
HQ, in reference to
standoff with the
Croatians, The Ghosts
of Medak Pocket, pg
198

“At some point you gotta cut the bull
sh-t and get on with the job, and all
I’ve heard . . . are a bunch of halfbaked excuses aimed at delaying us
from getting on with the operation.”
LCol Jim Calvin, press release
reporting the Croatian standoff (16
September 1993), The Ghosts of
Medak Pocket (documentary)

“I took pictures of all the ones we found
in that area, and the reason I did that is so
that some son of a b-tch wouldn’t say this
never happened.”
MWO Mike Spellen, in reference to
finding victims of ethnic cleansing, D Coy,
The Ghosts of Medak Pocket
(documentary)

10 CS 55D in background. PPCLI Archives: 20.39.08
(Above) Caption reads: “Sector West 1993 Medak Pocket
(Below) Caption reads: “2 PPCLI Sector South including Medak possible.” PPCLI Archives: P92.9.27.1.
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“Medak Town and signs of ethnic
cleansing.” According to MCpl Phil
Tobicoe, shells were cooking off from
fires that were still burning when
2PPCLI arrived on scene.
PPCLI Archives: MCpl Phil Tobicoe
Fonds, 20(39)-06.

What Happened in Medak
By: Ms. Paula

The Medak Region was a cluster of farming villages that
surrounded the area where Serbian civilians had once
called home. Between 4 April – 7 October 1993 Lieutenant Colonel Calvin and CANBAT
1 were part of Operation Harmony in the former Yugoslavia. While stationed in an area
known Sector South they were to implement the Erdut Agreement. Unfortunately, this
agreement was not successful and by 1 September Lieutenant Colonel Calvin and
2PPCLI were fully re-deployed to Sector South where there was limited accommodation.
At their new location near the Maslencia Bridge D Company was constantly shelled for
four straight days.
On 8 September, 2PPCLI was in the process of setting up observation posts around
the area to monitor the Medak Pocket Agreement. The agreement was to be
implemented on 9 September to separate the Serbian and Croatian militaries and to
establish a UNPROFOR buffer zone between them.
Everything changed on 9 September when the Serbian villages of Strunici, Licki Citluk
and Donji Selo were surprised and attacked by the Croatian military in the early
morning hours. The Croatian Military launched this offensive by directly firing at the
Serbians with artillery, mortar fire, and heavy machine gun fire. Reports of the Croatian
offensive were going up the chain to where the UN was working in London and to the
11
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United Nations Secretariat in New York City. The International community were
demanding the offensive to end and the Croats claimed self-defence.
United Nations Headquarters (UNHQ) ordered Lieutenant Colonel Calvin to set up an
observation post to find out who was doing what, where, and when. The United Nations
wanted to know as well about incidents of ethnic cleansing and war crimes that were
being committed in the area. They wanted everything clearly documented in order to
pass on this information to the newly formed War Crimes Tribunal at the Hague.
A nine-man team left Medak House to a new observation post on 10 September. After
they arrived the team saw a MiG Jet destroy a tank as the Croat Air Force got involved.
Villages in the area were being pounded by artillery. Fires were burning and smoke was
rising as the Croat military were forcing the Serbian civilians out of their homes. The
leader of the nine-man team rightly interpreted these events as signs of ethnic cleansing.
Before Lieutenant Colonel Calvin and 2PPCLI could implement the ceasefire and
withdraw, an agreement needed to be signed by both sides. United Nations and General
Cot attempted to get Croatian Brigadier Bobetko to sign an agreement on 14 September
but were refused. On the morning of 15 September 1993 Croatian General Stipetic
signed the agreement instead, allowing Lieutenant Colonel Calvin and his troops to get
to work.
2PPCLI was then able to head into the Medak region on 16 September. They were
stopped at a blockade imposed by the Croatian military. The standoff was extremely
tense. Lieutenant Colonel Calvin held a press conference using the standoff to show how
they were being delayed in entering the area so that the Croatian military could clean up
any possible signs of ethnic cleansing. The Croatian military, embarrassed by this,
cleared the blockade and allowed the Canadians to continue. Entering Medak Pocket,
Canadian suspicions of ethnic cleansing were confirmed.
As 2 PPCLI drove they came upon the village of Citluk. The smoke lingered in the air
as the buildings on either side of the road continued to burn. The Canadians saw the
first signs of the ethnic cleansing. Buildings were burnt to the ground. After moving in
and sweeping to secure the area, the Canadians, as well as the French Company with
them, began to find victims. As they continued through the area they found that the
Croatian military not only killed

“Ruins in the town of
Medak, September 1993.”

12
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Investigation and Prosecution
From 27 - 31 October 1993, Canadian military
personnel and a forensic expert from Physicians for
Human Rights were sent by the High Commission
to Medak Pocket. The Medak Investigation Report
they completed included a summary of evidence,
suggestions for charges, and trial plans for possible
prosecution of Croatian Senior Officers named. It
was filed with the United Nations Security Council
28 December 1994. With the investigation report
and other documents and testimonies, the
prosecutor had sufficient evidence to file
indictments.
Three Senior Croatian Officers – Brigadier
Rahim Ademi, Colonel Mirko Norac, and Corps
General Janko Bobetko – were all indicted for
crimes against humanity and violations of the Laws
and Customs of War. Brigadier Rahim Ademi
voluntarily surrendered to the International
Criminal Tribunal in 2001. Colonel Mirko Norac,
already serving time for crimes against humanity
occurring in Gospic in 1991, did not need to
surrender. Corps. General Janko Bobetko did not
surrender; the International Criminal Tribunal
judge issued a warrant for his arrest but he was
never caught.
Through court documents that were obtained, it
was discovered that one file, dated 24 June 2003,
there was an order to terminate proceedings against
Janko Bobetko because he had died and the case
against him was to be dismissed. In other court
documents on Rahim Ademi and Mirko Norac,
there was a memorandum from the Organization
for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE),
Office in Zagreb. The memorandum indicated that
the Prosecutor filed an appeal in late September
2008 against the acquittal of Rahim Ademi on all
counts as well as an acquittal of one count for Mirko
Norac.
In the Prosecutor’s Final Progress Report, filed
19 March 2010, it was reported that the Supreme
Court issued its written decision in this case after
the hearing of 16 to 18 November 2009. In its
decision, the Supreme Court fully rejected the
appeal by the State Attorney and the appeal of
defendant Mirko Norac. It confirmed the acquittal
of Rahim Ademi and used its discretion to reduce
Norac’s sentence from seven to six years of
imprisonment. Rahim Ademi was acquitted, but his
indictment and trial discredited him.
13
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all the livestock, but all the wells were
poisoned to ensure that any Serbian
civilians that had lived in the area wouldn’t
return.
A sweep team, led by Major Craig King,
ensured that no evidence would be
destroyed and was to be collected for
possible war crimes prosecution. As the
sweep team searched the area, there were
three main tasks that they had to do: find
the living, locate and transport the dead to
the morgue, and gather and record the
evidence.
2PPCLI discovered that the entire
Medak Pocket area was clearly subjected to
a systematic, extremely violent operation
of ethnic cleansing by the Croatian military
and police forces.
2PPCLI left Medak Pocket for home and
returned to Canada on 7 October 1993. On
1 December 2002 in Winnipeg, MB,
2PPCLI was awarded the Commander-inChief Unit Commendation for their
courageous and professional execution of
duty in former Yugoslavia during the
ROTO 2 of Operation Harmony. The
conditions they were under were extremely
perilous. 2PPCLI faced heavy enemy
machine gun fire, enemy small arms fire,
artillery, enemy anti-tank, and antipersonnel mines.
What Lieutenant Colonel Calvin and the
members of 2PPCLI experienced in the
Medak Region in Sector South caused
changes in UN mandated peacekeeping
missions around the world. The changes
included new Rules of Engagements
(ROE), now allowing peacekeepers to use
force if necessary when civilians under
their protection are being threatened or
harmed. Troops are now better trained
and equipped when they are deployed on
UN peacekeeping missions.
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105th Anniversary of
PPCLI’s Founding
From 8 – 10 August, CFB Edmonton
held celebrations to mark the 105th
anniversary of PPCLI’s founding. These
included a golf tournament, three-day
long Better ’Ole at 1st Battalion lines,
and the French Grey Ball (renamed the
105th Gala for this year).
A special Legacy Stone dedication
ceremony was held at Patricia Park in
Edmonton to commemorate new
names added to the memorial. Notable
figures attending the dedication
ceremony included the Colonel-inChief, the Right Honourable Adrienne
Clarkson, Colonel of the Regiment,
Brigadier-General (ret’d) V. W.
Kennedy, Major-General Peter Dawe,
Lieutenant-General W. Eyre, Colonel
Ritchie of the 1st Canadian Mechanized
Brigade Group, Lieutenant-Colonel J.
D. Schaub, CO 1 PPCLI, and
Regimental Major Slade Lerch. VP
Association President Major (ret’d)
Paul Hale acted as Master of
Ceremonies.
The 105th Gala was held at the Hotel
MacDonald in Edmonton on 9 August,
one day before the official anniversary.
Colonel-in-Chief Adrienne Clarkson
was presented a portrait of herself
before the Regiment’s Colours, painted
by Bill Bewick. Meanwhile, Padre Tyler
Powell gave a rousing Grace which
received applause from guests. On
display were regimental artefacts,
weapons, and a LAV VI.

14
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105th Anniversary of the
Regiment GALA DINNER
PRAYER

Distinguished guests, friends, family
and soldiers of the PPCLI – It is my
privilege to bless this meal and this
occasion.
While a blessing or grace has long
been a tradition at mess dinners, in
great respect for the freedom of
conscience and religion of each person,
the diversity represented in this room, I
would suggest that if prayer is not your
custom then to use these next few
moments to reflect on the joy of this
day.
So in that spirit, let us pray: Holy
God, the history of this Regiment is
rich, full of stories of courage, sacrifice
and 105 years of service to our Queen
and to Canada.
We are undoubtedly bias, and yet,
aware of the company we keep tonight,
knowing the hallowed stories of our
Regiment’s history, and knowing that
our Queen and Country have called
upon us once again to be heralds of
peace to the world – we can say with
confidence that we are: “The best there
is, the best there was, and the best
there ever will be!”
And so, Holy God, bless this meal,
bless our families, bless the soldiers of
this great Regiment, may they continue
its story - forever rushing towards the
fight, for they are the Princess Patricia’s
Canadian Light Infantry and they are
always first in the field. Amen.
Captain (Padre) Tyler Powell

15
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~ Legacy Stone Commemoration Parade ~ 10 August 2019 ~
~ Patricia Park, Edmonton, Alberta ~
(Above) LGen Eyre, Colonel-in-Chief Right Hon. Adrienne Clarkson, Deborah James, Major (Ret’d) Hale, Colonel of the
Regiment, BGen (Ret'd) Vince Kennedy, unveiling new plaque commemorating First and Second World War veterans
whose names have been newly added to the Book of Remembrance. (Bottom left) Dignitary Major-General Peter Dawe,
Commander CANSOFCOM, after ceremonies. (Bottom centre) Colonel-in-Chief Right Hon. Adrienne Clarkson giving a
speech during the ceremony, Major (Ret’d) Paul Hale, President of the PPCLI Association, standing behind. (Bottom right)
Dignitary Colonel Ritchie, Commander 1st Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group.
Following page: (Top left) Colonel-in-Chief Right Hon. Adrienne Clarkson and Regimental Major Slade Lerch. (Top right)
Colonel of the Regiment Vince Kennedy and his wife Wendy. (Centre) Honour Guard (Bottom) Old Guard awaiting to receive
dignitaries. (Page Previous) Captain (Padre) Tyler Powell speaking during the ceremony.
All photos courtesy Brian Cole.
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PPCLI Museum & Archives at the 105th
Museum staff were on hand for the
duration of the celebrations. Assisted by a
volunteer, General Manager Sgt Nate
Blackmore and Collections Manager Cpl
Andrew Mullett accepted donations and
stories at the Better ’Ole. Donations
included (but were not limited to) the
medals of PPCLI Original Pte Alexander
Temple, which were kindly given by
Temple’s granddaughter Deborah James;
and a Mother’s Cross, donated by Brian
Cole. Cpl Mullett created two displays,
being the temporary showcase of artefacts
at the 105th Gala, as well as an exhibit on
the Afghanistan Mission, located at RHQ,
1st Battalion Lines. Staff also attended the
Legacy Stone Dedication Ceremony at
Patricia Park.

PPCLI Museum & Archives staff attending the Legacy Stone Commemoration Parade
on 10 August. (Left to right) General Manager Sergeant Nate Blackmore, The Gault
Press editor J. Neven-Pugh, Collections Manager Corporal Andrew Mullett.
Photo courtesy Brian Cole; photo of Afghan display courtesy Cpl Mullett.
18
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Did you serve in the Balkans?
PPCLI Museum & Archives is interested in your story!

Get Involved With The PPCLI Museum & Archives Today!
Tours & Artefact Handling: Tuesdays starting at 10:00 hours
Have anything to share?
The PPCLI Museum & Archives is always interested in donations, loans,
and oral histories from the Regiment’s founding to the present day. This
includes artefacts and documents related to:
•

The Great War

•

The Cold War Era

•

Latvia/Poland

•

The Interwar Period

•

Peacekeeping

•

Domestic Operations

•

The Second World War

•

Afghanistan

At this time, we are keen to preserve artefacts from recent
deployments, such as Afghanistan
Please contact the Collections Manager, Corporal Andrew Mullett, at
ppcli.museum@gmail.com for details
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What does OMLT stand for?
a) Operation Mali: Liaison Team
b) Operational Mentor and Liaison Team
c) Orders, Mission Log, Tactics
d) Oscar Mike Lima Tango

Learn the answer in the January – April
2020 edition of The Gault Press, available at
The Military Museums of Calgary and online
at ppcli.com
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